If a single Time Zone is not set on a campus-wide basis for an online educational organization, Time Zone displayed throughout courses in eCollege may be set by each user within their User Profile. The time zones throughout the country are all set to real time, so that they all match.

Courses with the Time Zone at noon Mountain Time, will always display 11:00 a.m. in California, 1:00 p.m. in Iowa and 2:00 p.m. in Michigan. This is true if each user has selected their own Time Zone.

With the profile set to Central Time an exam scheduled to begin at noon will show that it begins at 11:00 a.m. Mountain Time and another user in Florida will see that it starts at 1:00 p.m.

When a student in San Francisco turns in a paper to the Dropbox at 9:00 p.m. on Sunday night, they will see the time stamp as 9:00 p.m., but the instructor, who lives in Chicago, will see that it was turned in at 11:00 p.m.